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ABSTRACT
Geography Markup Language (GML) is an XML-based language
for the markup, storage, and exchange of geospatial data. It
provides a rich geospatial vocabulary and allows flexible
document structure. However, GML documents are usually large
and complicated in structure. Existing techniques for XML
document processing, either streaming-based or memory-based,
may not deal with such GML documents efficiently. There is an
urgent need to adapt existing XML techniques to support the
processing of large XML/GML documents, as well as to express
GML-native geospatial operations.
In this paper, we propose and implement an efficient GML query
processor, GPXQuery, and a GML-aware streaming parser,
GPSAX, by extending an XQuery processor and a SAX parser,
respectively, to support GML-native geospatial functionalities. In
addition to these tools, an XML prefiltering technique is applied
to the processors to speed up geospatial operations over large
GML documents. Our experiment results show that the XML
prefiltering technique significantly improves the performance of
both the GPXQuery and GPSAX processors by reducing either the
query execution time or the memory space consumption.
Depending on the nature of user queries, the enhanced query
processors can achieve a ten-fold performance improvement.
These efficient GML-native processors have been used to develop
a GML-based Web GIS with a geospatial query interface and a
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) map navigator.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8
[DATABASE
MANAGEMENT]:
Database
Applications
– Spatial database and GIS; H.3.3
[INFORMATION SYSTEMS]: Information Search and
Retrieval – Search process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The nature of geospatial phenomena is complex, diverse, and
multi-scaled. In geographic information science, geospatial data
models, which are used to abstract physical geospatial objects,
are becoming increasingly sophisticated. Often geographic data
models are mapped to relational database models for data storage,
operation, analysis, and visualization. Many well-known GIS
products/databases, such as ESRI’s ArcGIS/ArcGIS, Autodesk’s
MapGuide, Oracle’s GIS database, and open source software
PostgreSQL/PostGIS, use relational data models. With their
robust index and query capabilities, relational-based GIS are able
to access geospatial data efficiently. However, problems arise
when geospatial data cannot be expressed naturally and
efficiently by using the relational data model. We present an
example to explain this problem in Section 2. In addition, the
data formats used in the above products/databases are usually
proprietary and/or specific to the products/databases. Thus, it is
more difficult to share, exchange, and manipulate geospatial
information across different products/databases.
Geography Markup Language (GML) [4], which provides a rich
vocabulary and flexible document structure, is considered an
effective approach for expressing increasingly complicated
geospatial data, as well as non-geospatial data. GML has been
used as a standard markup language for the transportation,
storage, and modeling of geospatial data. Intuitively, existing
XML processors, such as XPath [16], XQuery [17], and SAX
(Simple API for XML) [12], may help process GML documents.
However, the large size of documents, the flexible document
structures, and the rich vocabulary, increase the difficulty of
manipulating GML documents. Moreover, the geographic
information contained in GML documents is not well understood
by the usual library functions, e.g., string and numeric functions,
provided by the existing XML processors. Therefore, there is an
urgent need to adapt existing XML techniques, to support the

processing of large XML/GML documents and geospatial
functionalities.
The XQuery language [17] is sufficiently flexible to query a
broad spectrum of XML information sources, including databases
and documents. XQuery processors can also be easily extended
by calling external function libraries without modifying or
recompiling their source codes. In [1][18], XQuery language is
extended to support geospatial functionalities. A prototype of a
GML query processor has been implemented in [1]. Although
extended XQuery processors can process geospatial information,
they may not be able to query large GML documents efficiently.
Similarly, existing techniques for XML document processing,
either streaming-based (e.g., SAX) or memory-based (e.g., DOM,
the Document Object Model) [5], may not be suitable for
processing GML documents efficiently. The DOM model
consumes a large amount of main memory, typically about five
times the size of the XML documents; while SAX parses over a
document in a linear manner to locate interesting fragments. Thus,
both models waste a large amount of computational resources by
processing uninteresting fragments. To accomplish GML-based
Web GIS, there is a need to adapt existing XML techniques to
support the processing of large XML documents, as well as to
express GML-native geospatial operations.
In this paper, we propose and implement an efficient GML query
processor, GPXQuery, and a GML-aware streaming parser,
GPSAX, by extending an XQuery processor and a SAX parser,
respectively, to support GML-native geospatial functionalities.
An XML prefiltering technique [8] is also applied to the
processors to speed up GML-native geospatial operations over
large GML documents. The GPXQuery and GPSAX processors
are then employed to implement a GML-based Web GIS with a
geospatial query interface and a Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)
[14] based map navigator. Our experiment results show that the
XML prefiltering technique significantly improves the
performance of both the GPXQuery and GPSAX processors by
reducing either the query execution time or the memory
consumption. Depending on the nature of users’ queries, the
enhanced query processors can achieve a ten-fold performance
improvement.
The contributions of our work are as follows.
z

We propose and implement two GML-native processors,
GeoXQuery and GeoSAX, by extending an XQuery
processor and a SAX parser, respectively, to support
geospatial functionalities, such as intersection, union,
buffer, and within.

z

We also develop a geospatial indexing plug-in module for
an XML prefiltering technique [8] to support the indexing
and prefiltering of a GML document by means of boundedby query constraints. As a result, the enhanced technique
can produce a smaller GML document fragment, using both
non-geospatial and geospatial query constraints.

z

We further develop GPXQuery and GPSAX processors by
integrating the enhanced XML prefiltering technique into
GeoXQuery and GeoSAX, respectively, to speed up the
processing of queries about large GML documents.

z

Finally, the GPXQuery processor is used to build a GMLbased Web GIS with a geospatial query interface and a
SVG map navigator.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present the data model used in our GML-based Web GIS. The
enhanced GML query processors are described in Section 3. The
Web GIS is discussed in Section 4. The performance analysis of
the GML-native processors is detailed in Section 5. Finally, we
present our conclusions in Section 6.

2. GEOSPATIAL DATA MODEL AND GML
A geospatial data model is a collection of geographic feature
structures and types, and general integrity constraints. Geospatial
data models used in relational databases often provide abstract
mechanisms that are carried forward into the programming
language and the software engineering environment [6]. However,
relational data models usually cannot convey the real structures of
geographic features, while the use of different terminologies and
different concepts of space may lead to misunderstanding.
GML has three main roles with respect to geographic information:
1), as an encoding for the transport of geographic information
from one system to another; 2) as a modeling language for
describing the types of geographic information; and 3) as a
storage format for geographic information [11]. Furthermore,
GML application schemas are used to describe the relations
between the domain knowledge of geospatial objects. If the
geographic data is very detailed, the relationships in the data are
often complicated such that relational databases are unable to
process the data. Therefore, mapping a complex geospatial
dataset to the schemas of relational databases can be a difficult
task.

2.1 Geospatial Data Model
GML allows a great deal of flexibility in the encoding of
geospatial datasets because it is possible to design one’s own
markup tags or document structures to describe geographic
features and their geometry, as well as non-geospatial
information.
For example, the geographic footprint that represents the location
is required information in digital gazetteers [7]. Often, the
geometric point type is used to represent the footprint of a named
place. Since GML 3.0 supports different geographic features by
using flexible geometric types, such as points, curves, surfaces,
and solids, the footprint of a place can be expressed more clearly
though an accurate feature-geometry relationship, such as
“extentOf”, “centerLineOf” and “position”.
We mapped the Alexandria Digital Library (ADL) gazetteer
feature type thesaurus to both relational database schemas and
GML application schemas, but found that the database schemas
were too complicated to be useful. It was also difficult to design a
user-friendly interface to access and update the database.
However, the GML application schemas were more natural and
easier to use with ADL
.
There are several advantages of using GML 3.0 to store
geospatial datasets. First, GML is a meta-language; therefore,
encoding the feature types of named places in GML can include

<Streams><streamsMembers>
<Rivers><riversMembers>
<FootPrint id="21001000000-11">
<name> River-11 </name><length> 1603m </length>
…
<multiCenterLineOf>
<MultiCurve><curveMembers><LineString>
<coordinates>302745.435072,2442803.380075 ...
302882.868766,2442187.96039</coordinates>
</LineString></curveMembers></MultiCurve>
</multiCenterLineOf>
</FootPrint>
</riversMembers></Rivers>
</streamsMembers></Streams>
<Roadways><roadwaysMembers>
<GeneralRoad><generalRoadMembers>
<FootPrint id="4230904000-31">
<name> Road-31 </name><length> 614m </length>
…
<multiCenterLineOf>
<MultiCurve><curveMembers><LineString>
<coordinates>301219.608538,2442423.503538 ...
308235.358961,2434884.578507</coordinates>
</LineString></curveMembers></MultiCurve>
</multiCenterLineOf>
</FootPrint> </generalRoadMembers></GeneralRoad>
</roadwaysMembers></Roadways>

Figure 1. A fragment of a GML instance.
1. declare namespace my="http://www.sinica.edu.tw/";
2. declare namespace gml="java:GML.XQGeoExtensions";
3. declare namespace svg="java:GML.XQSVGExtensions";
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

declare function my:get_geo1() as element() {
for $var1 in doc("lanyu.xml")//Rivers//FootPrint[@id =
"21001000000-11"]
return <result1>{$var1}</result1> };
declare function my:get_geo2() as element() {
for $var1 in doc("lanyu.xml")//Roadways//FootPrint[@id
="4230904000-31"]
return <result1>{$var1}</result1> };
declare function my:get_building() as element() {
<result>{
for $var1 in doc("lanyu.xml")//Buildings//FootPrint
return $var1
}</result>};

15. svg:GML2SVG( gml:Buffer(
gml:Intersection(my:get_geo1() ,my:get_geo2() ), 50))
16. svg:GML2SVG(gml:queryByBox(299000,2430000,
312000,2445000, my:get_buildings()))

Figure 2. An XQuery expression with geospatial extensions.
enriched non-spatial information, such as multilingual place
names. Second, the ADL feature type is the basis for a catalog of
named places that can include diverse information about many
places, such as their names, footprints, and inter-relations. This is
more suitable for the flexibility of the GML document structure.
Third, it is easier to incorporate rich semantics and objectproperty rules, such as the “is-a” class relationships and the
“part-of” object relationships, into GML. For example, by
reading a GML application schema, we can understand that the
term “schools” is a sub-class of the “buildings” category.
Embedding such object-property rules in GML documents may
help enhance spatial reasoning applications.
GML 3.0 allows data providers to encode as much geospatial and
non-geospatial information in GML documents as they wish.
However, the resulting GML documents may be too complicated
to be mapped into relational tables in database systems.
Therefore, efficient GML-native query processors or processing

tools are needed to manipulate such documents. We discuss these
issues in Section 3.

2.2 A GML Instance
According to our GML application schema, we encode many
types of geographic features, such as rivers, roads, and buildings,
in a single GML document. A fragment of a GML instance is
shown in Figure 1. Every geographic feature is enclosed by a
FootPrint element, which can be identified by its id attribute.
The ancestor nodes of the feature are its types; for example, the
geographic feature River-11 is a River, which is a sub-class of the
Stream class. The descendant nodes of the feature describe its
details; for example, the length of River-11 is 1,603 meters.

3. GML-NATIVE PROCESSORS
This section describes the principle and implementation of four
GML-native processors: GeoXQuery, GeoSAX, GPXQuery, and
GPSAX.

3.1 GeoXQuery: A GML Query Engine
GML data is XML encoded geospatial information. Although
XQuery [17], a W3C standard XML query language, provides a
rich set of elements, attributes, text data, and alpha-numeric
operations to manipulate XML documents, it is still inappropriate
for querying and analyzing geospatial information. To fill this gap,
we have developed a GML query engine, called GeoXQuery. We
extend an XQuery processor to support geospatial functionalities
by calling external geospatial function libraries.
In our implementation, we extend the Saxon Java XQuery
processor [13] by calling geo-extension function libraries that
provide all the geospatial operations described in [3]. The
libraries are based on the JTS Topology Suite [10], an open
source Java API that implements a core set of geospatial data
operations, geometric data models, and robust geometric
algorithms. In fact, we also implement a GML-to-SVG
transformation library for the XQuery processor. Both extensions
can be used without modifying or recompiling the source code of
the XQuery processor.
Figure 2 shows an XQuery expression for calculating the
intersection, buffering, and GML-to-SVG transformation (in line
15) of a river (in lines 4-6) and a road (in lines 7-9) in the
document lanyu.xml (Lanyu is a small island close to Taiwan).
The results are shown in Figure 3. Note that the operators in line
15 are provided by the geo-extension function libraries declared
in lines 2 and 3. A prototype and its source code can be accessed
at http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/~jashing/geoxquery/.

3.2 GeoSAX: A Streaming GML Parser
We also implement GeoSAX, an XML/GML streaming parser
that supports geospatial functionalities by extending Sun’s SAX
parser (provided by Sun’s Java XML API). The GeoSAX parser
triggers standard SAX-events while parsing a document.
Developers need to use those SAX events to store a geographic
feature (a GML fragment enclosed by a FootPrint element) in an
array. They can then use the geo-extension function libraries to
transform the array into a geometric object. The libraries support
geospatial operations, such as intersection, union, and buffer.

(a) A road.

(b) A river.

(c) The results of buffering the (d) Combining and recoloring (a),
intersection of the road and the (b), and (c) in a SVG map. (Note
river.
that the map has been enlarged.)

Figure 3. An example of intersection of a road and a river in SVG.

3.3 Syntax of the XQuery Geo-extensions
According to the XQuery grammar [17], a function call should
consist of a name and an optional argument list containing one or
more expressions separated by commas. The type of a function
parameter or return value is either a sequence type or a schema
type. Since the geospatial function libraries provided by the JTS
Topology Suite use WKT (Well Known Text) as the input format
to generate geometric objects, a GML-to-WKT transformation is
required before calling the libraries, as shown in line 15 of Figure
2. The parameters typed as a sequence (i.e., GML fragments) in
the function gml:Intersection are converted into WKT format and
used to generate a geometric object. In contrast, the output of the
intersection function typed as geometric is first converted into
WKT and then transformed into the sequence type. Therefore, the
syntax of the XQuery geo-extension function libraries is the same
as that of the geospatial operators in [3]; it also complies with the
syntax of the function call defined in the XQuery grammar.

3.4 An XML/GML Prefiltering Technique
Ordinary XML query processors (e.g., XPath and XQuery), as
well as GeoXQuery, generally have difficulty in dealing with
large XML documents. Typically, the amount of memory they use
to build a DOM tree in the main memory is five times the size of
the original document. To reduce the memory consumption by
XPath/XQuery processors when answering queries about large
documents, we enhance XPath/XQuery processors by employing
an XML prefiltering technique (XPT). Essentially, the XPT uses
information retrieval technology to addresses interesting XML
fragments by approximately evaluating users’ XPath/XQuery
expressions. It can refine an XML document into a smaller
candidate-set XML document, which is then fed into
XPath/XQuery processors to calculate exact answers. In addition,
we have developed a geospatial indexing plug-in module (GIPM)
so that the XPT can also perform geospatial filtering functionality.
GIPM indexes the boundary of each geographic feature in the
documents and provides an intersection operator to query indexed
features.
The XML prefiltering framework consists of five major modules:
the Indexer, the Query Simplifier (QS), the Fast Lightweight
Steps-Axes Analyzer (FLISA), the Fragment Gatherer (FG), and
the Micro XML Streaming Parser (MXSP). The Indexer, a
preprocessing module, scans the XML document and constructs
an inverted index table that is used by FLISA to evaluate users’

XPath expressions. Each record in the table has two fields: the
name and the position list. The value of the name field is either
an element name or an attribute-value string. The value of the
position list is an ordered list, in which each element is a triple
(start-tag position, end-tag position, height), i.e., the startingand ending-byte offsets of an element (or an attribute), and the
height of the node. In the prefiltering process, the user’s
application issues an XPath expression to the QS. After QS
simplified the XPath expression by removing some internal
XPath steps, FLISA, a tiny and efficient search engine,
determines the candidate fragments by evaluating the simplified
XPath expression. The fragments are either transformed into a
series of SAX-events by MXSP (an interactive streaming parser)
or gathered into a candidate-set XML document by FG. Details of
the prefiltering technique are given in [8].
Unlike the XPT indexes structural information, the GIPM indexes
text data (e.g., the coordinates of geographic features) followed
by certain GML structures (e.g., Point, LineString, MultiCurve,
and Polygon). Each geographic feature is simplified as a
bounding box, which is defined as two points (minimum X,
minimum Y) and (maximum X, maximum Y), to reduce the size
of the indexes and rapidly identify a candidate-set of geographic
features. In addition, a candidate-set intersection process is used
to derive more accurate answers, each of which is selected by
both XPT and GIPM. The refined answers are then proposed as
the output of the prefiltering process. A prototype of the XML
prefiltering technique is demonstrated in [9]. The prototype and
its
source
codes
can
be
accessed
at
http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/~jashing/prefiltering/.

3.5 Supported Prefiltering Constraints
We observe that users usually request parts of maps that meet
certain query constraints. Four commonly used query constraints
are: structural constraints (e.g., specifies a feature class),
predicate constraints (e.g., specifies the ID of a feature),
bounded-by constraints (e.g., specifies a viewbox, which is a map
selection tool defined by a rectangle), and mixed constraints (i.e.,
combinations of the above types). Figure 2 shows an XQuery
expression (user’s query) that includes all of the above
constraints. We use it to demonstrate how XPT and GIPM can
help process the constraints.
First, the XPath expression (including predicates, such as
[@id=”21001000000-11”]) specifying certain geographic feature

Figure 4. The system architecture of a GML-based Web GIS.

Figure 5. Two snapshots of the GML-based Web GIS.
classes (e.g., roads, rivers, and buildings), is evaluated by XPT.
Second, the bounded-by constraint, i.e., the four parameters of
the function queryByBox, is used by GIPM to perform spatial
prefiltering. Finally, the mixed constraints can be handled by
applying an additional candidate-set intersection process to the
outputs of the XPT and GIPM.

3.6 GPXQuery: A Prefiltering GML Query
Engine
We have developed GPXQuery, an efficient GML query engine
that manipulates voluminous GML documents by integrating the
GeoXQuery processor with the XPT and GIPM. The integration
was finished by adding just a few instructions to the source code
of an XQuery processor, because the XPT is designed as a nonintrusive software module that can work transparently with
existing applications
[8].
Therefore,
existing XML
tools/applications can integrate the XPT with minimal
modifications and need not consider its mechanisms.
Figure 4 shows the system architecture of a GML-based Web GIS
employing the GPXQuery processor. We can see that the
GPXQuery is not only a query engine, but also a GML-to-SVG
transformer, in the system. In GPXQuery, the GeoXQuery
processor only sends XQuery expressions to the XPT to generate
candidate-set GML documents that are actually used to evaluate
exactly matching geographic features for the SVG-based map
navigator. Note that the GPXQuery processor transforms the
matched features into SVG elements by calling an external SVG
transformation library (i.e., in line 3 of Figure 2).

3.7 GPSAX: A Prefiltering GML Streaming
Parser
The XPT provides an interactive XML streaming parser (i.e., the
MXSP) that parses XML documents in a random access manner.
We extend the parser to support geospatial functionalities. We
call the enhanced parser GPSAX.
Unlike the GPXQuery query engine, GPSAX is a GML-aware
streaming parser that can help remove some uninteresting GML
fragments by evaluating user queries approximately. However,
since GPSAX cannot answer user queries directly, users need to
employ a query algorithm to calculate exact answers. That is,
GPSAX is more suitable for answering simple queries that
contain only XPath expressions with forward only step axes
and/or viewbox constraints.

3.8 Cached Results
The candidate-set XML/GML document fragments generated by
the XPT can be stored in a cache for later XQuery processing. As
shown in Figure 4, the XPT generates a signature for each
XQuery expression and maps that signature to the name of the
candidate-set XML/GML documents. The XPT can then respond
more quickly to the previously received queries.

4. A PROTOTYPE
Figure 5 shows two snapshots of a prototype of a GML-based
Web
GIS
that
is
accessible
at
http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/~jashing/gmlgis/.
Its
system

architecture is shown in Figure 4. Currently, at the server side,
the system uses GML as the language for storing geographic
datasets, and employs the GeoXQuery processor as its query
engine. We also use the GPXQuery processor to develop a GMLbased
Web
GIS,
which
is
accessible
at
http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/~jashing/gmlgis_pf/. In addition, a
Web GIS of the same interface, but based on a relational database,
is accessible at http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/~jashing/dbmaps/.
The three implementations are made available on the Web so
users can freely test their functionality and evaluate their
performance. For demonstration purposes, we only use small
datasets at the server-side for the above three URLs. However,
the performance evaluation and analysis described in Section 5,
are conducted using large datasets. The datasets we used are
transformed from SEF, a data exchange standard for topographic
maps in Taiwan, to GML. The details of the SEF-to-GML and a
GML-to-SVG transformation are given in [2].
At the client side, the Web GIS is an SVG-based map browser.
SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) is an XML-based 2D graphics
markup language that is being used increasingly for vector,
lossless, Web graphics. The client-side map browser renders
SVG-marked up 2D geometric shapes, which are transformed
from the GML-marked up geographic features retrieved by the
GML-native processors. After a user specifies the geographic
feature types and the bounding viewbox at the client-side, the
GML-native processor at the server-side queries the GML-based
geospatial datasets and returns the matched geographic features.
The map browser provides map navigation functionalities, such
as panning, zooming in/out, and searching by geographic names.
The SVG-based geographic features can be overlaid on raster
images provided by WMS (Web Map Service). The map in the
browser can also be annotated. Note that the user’s annotations as
well as the geographic names are currently stored in a relational
database. Only the geographic features are stored in GML. The
client-side implementation of the map browser relies heavily on
an existing open source SVG-based web-mapping system [15].
The GML-based server-side implementation, however, is
completely new and is the subject of this paper.

Table 1. Datasets
Datasets

Sinyi (S)

Taipei (T)

Document size (MB)

152

1,147

Document depth
# of nodes (counting all start- and
end-tags and text sections)
# of geometry

15

15

9,395,897

53,604,633

211,192

1,893,692

Bounded by
(X min, Y min)-(X max, Y max)

(304796,
2766898)(309577,
2772274)

(294400,
2761500)(316800,
2789600)

Time for building the DOM tree (s)
Memory usage of the DOM Tree (MB)
Time for parsing the document using
the interactive SAX in the XML
prefiltering module (s)
Time for parsing the document using
Sun’s SAX parser (s)

38

N/A

1032

N/A

1260

12368

9

67

Size of the index file (MB)

49

441

Time for indexing (s)

192

1997

Table 2. The benchmarking queries.
Feature
Class
FC1
FC2
Predicate
P
Viewbox
V1
V2
V3
V4

Size of the
Fragment
/TGML/ThemeGroup/BuildingGroup/ In Sinyi: 40MB
BuildingMembers/Building/FootPrint in Taipei: 206MB
/TGML/ThemeGroup/
EnergySupplyUtilityGroup/
In Sinyi: 8KB
EnergySupplyUtilityMembers/
in Taipei: 28KB
EnergySupplyUtility/FootPrint
XPath Expression with a Predicate
//FootPrint [@id="18749"]
XPath Expression

Coordinates
(294400, 2761500)(316800, 2789600)
(300000, 2767100)(309775, 2782575)
(304796, 2766898)(309577, 2772274)
(305991.25, 2768093.25)(308233.0, 2770930.0)

Range (m2)
22400 * 28100
9775 * 15475
4781 * 5376
2241.75 * 2836.75

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We evaluated the performance of both the streaming-based and
memory-based GML processors, with and without the prefiltering
technique, by applying four types of query constraints to two
large GML documents.

5.1 The Execution Environment and Datasets
Our setup was an Intel Pentium-4 PC running at 2.53 GHz with
1GB DDR-RAM, a 120GB EIDE hard disk, and the MS
Windows 2000 server OS; and our programs were implemented
in Java 2 (Standard Edition V.1.4.2). We tested both the
streaming-based and memory-based XML processing models,
with and without the prefiltering technique. That is, four GML
processors were tested: GeoXQuery, GPXQuery, GeoSAX, and
GPSAX. The datasets we used were a 1.2 GB GML document
(the Taipei city map) and a 152 MB GML document (the Sinyi
area, a subset of the 1.2GB Taipei city document). Table 1
summarizes the characteristics of these datasets. In addition, four
types of query constraints were used to test their performance. As

shown in Table 2, they were structural constraints (e.g., specified
by an XPath expression), predicate constraints (e.g., specified by
a predicate of the XPath expression), bounded-by constraints
(e.g., specified by a viewbox), and mixed constraints. The
experiment results are shown in Table 3 and Table 4. In the
tables, we use Q, P, D, R, and M to refer to the benchmarking
Queries, Processors, Datasets, Running time (in second), and
Memory usage (in Megabyte). The queries are denoted by the
identifiers of query constraints in Table 2 separated by “&”. The
processors are denoted by their prefixes. The Geo-, gipmGP-, and
GP-, in Table 3/Table 4, refer to GeoXQuery/GeoSAX,
GPXQuery/GPSAX enabling the geospatial indexing plug-in
module (GIPM), and GPXQuery/GPSAX disenabling the GIPM.
In the D fields, we use S and T to refer to Sinyi and Taipei
dataset, respectively. Note that the running time reported in the
paper is the average of five runs.
The experiments show that the improvement in performance
depends to a large extent on the amount of data matched by a test

query. If after prefiltering, only a few fragments are selected from
a document, i.e., a lot of fragments are filtered out, the
performance improvement can reach ten-fold. In other words, the
performance improves the most if one is searching for a specific
element node (e.g., querying an object by its ID), searching a
small area (e.g., querying by a small viewbox), or searching a
feature class that only contains a few features.

5.2 Performance Analysis of XQuery-based
Processors
The experiment results of testing XQuery-based processors are
reported in Table 3. In general, the processors using XML
prefiltering technique achieve a better performance than the
GeoXQuery processor. They can even answer some queries that
GeoXQuery cannot handle; for example, the queries that were
directed to the Taipei dataset. The GeoXQuery processor cannot
accommodate documents of this size in the main memory, and
thus cannot answer the queries completely. For the queries
directed to the Sinyi dataset, gipmGP- and GPXQuery achieve a
20% ~ 1000% performance improvement over GeoXQuery.
Obviously, for queries that require access to only a small part of a
document to get results, the prefiltering technique can greatly
improve the performance; the queries with the P constraint are
such cases.

5.3 Performance
Processors

Analysis

of

SAX-based

The experiment results of testing SAX-based processors are
reported in Table 4. The results also show that the processors
using XML prefiltering technique achieve a better performance
than the GeoSAX processor if the retrieved document fragments
are small. The queries with the P or V2 constraints are such
examples. In contrast, because our interactive SAX parser does
not perform well (see Table 1), gipmGP- and GPSAX cannot
benefit from prefiltering the GML documents if the candidate-set
XML/GML documents are still large; the queries with FC1 and/or
V1 constraints applying on Taipei dataset are such cases.

5.4 Characteristics Analysis
Table 3 and Table 4 show the characteristics of the compared
processors, as well as those of the prefiltering technique. First,
SAX-based processors are more suitable for dealing with simple
queries against very large documents since they consume
relatively less memory compared to XQuery-based processors.
However, XQuery-based processors, as mentioned in Section 3.7,
are more practical than SAX-based processors because
applications can use and extend the XQuery language to
query/transform XML documents in flexible ways. In contrast,
SAX-based processors can only be used to trigger SAX events
while parsing the documents. Therefore, applications have to
employ additional query/transformation procedures to perform
complicated query/transformations. In other words, using SAXbased processors to manipulate XML/GML documents increases
the programmer’s workload. Second, the efficiency of the current
interactive SAX parser needs to be improved. For queries using
the FC1 constraint, although about 75% of the source documents
are filtered out, the overall running time is not reduced. However,

Table 3. The performance results of
XQuery-based processors.
D

R
(s)

D

R
M
(s) (MB)

V3
GeoV3 gipmGPV3
GP-

S
S
S

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

V4
GeoV4 gipmGPV4
GP-

S
S
S

N/A
196
N/A

N/A
958
N/A

FC1&V3
GeoFC1&V3 gipmGPFC1&V3
GP-

S
S
S

115
115
112

1,033
511
575

FC1V4
GeoFC1V4 gipmGPFC1V4
GP-

S
S
S

116
36
116

1,033
168
575

FC2&V3
GeoFC2&V3 gipmGPFC2&V3
GP-

S
S
S

22
2
2

655
39
39

FC2&V4
GeoFC2&V4 gipmGPFC2&V4
GP-

S
S
S

21
2
2

655
39
39

V1
GeoV1 gipmGPV1
GP-

T
T
T

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

V2
GeoV2 gipmGPV2
GP-

T
T
T

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

FC1&V1
GeoFC1&V1 gipmGPFC1&V1
GP-

T
T
T

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

FC1&V2
GeoFC1&V2 gipmGPFC1&V2
GP-

T
T
T

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

FC2&V1
GeoFC2&V1 gipmGPFC2&V1
GP-

T
T
T

N/A
19
10

N/A
298
305

FC2&V2
GeoFC2&V2 gipmGPFC2&V2
GP-

T
T
T

N/A
12
10

N/A
298
305

P
GeoP gipmGPP
GP-

S
S
S

42
6
5

1,065
179
305

P
GeoP gipmGPP
GP-

T
T
T

N/A
38
32

N/A
179
305

Q

P

M
(MB)

Q

P

* The labels Q, P, D, R, and M refer to the benchmarking Queries,
Processors, Datasets, Running time, and Memory usage. N/A means that the
processor run out of memory and did not finish.

Table 4. The performance results of SAX-based processors.
D

R
(s)

V3
GeoV3 gipmGPV3
GP-

S
S
S

195
1,420
1,394

12
98
76

FC1&V3
GeoFC1&V3 gipmGPFC1&V3
GP-

S
S
S

103
94
92

2
61
38

FC2&V3
GeoFC2&V3 gipmGPFC2&V3
GP-

S
S
S

58
2
1

Q

P

M
(MB)

D

R
(s)

V4
GeoV4 gipmGPV4
GP-

S
S
S

158
512
1,343

18
57
57

FC1V4
GeoFC1V4 gipmGPFC1V4
GP-

S
S
S

85
30
81

2
37
38

2 FC2&V4
Geo39 FC2&V4 gipmGP39 FC2&V4
GP-

S
S
S

57
1
1

2
39
39

Q

P

M
(MB)

V1
GeoV1 gipmGPV1
GP-

T 1,183
T 14,536
T 14,341

273
770
692

V2
GeoV2 gipmGPV2
GP-

T
T
T

1,008
5,968
13,802

243
767
489

FC1&V1
GeoFC1&V1 gipmGPFC1&V1
GP-

T 1,182
T 14,534
T 14,341

273 FC1&V2
Geo770 FC1&V2 gipmGP692 FC1&V2
GP-

T
T
T

1,008
5,968
13,802

243
767
489

FC2&V1
GXQ
FC2&V1 gipmGPFC2&V1
GP-

T
T
T

242
11
9

2 FC2&V2
GXQ
298 FC2&V2 gipmGP305 FC2&V2
GP-

T
T
T

249
11
9

2
298
305

P
GeoP gipmGPP
GP-

S
S
S

50
5
4

T
T
T

233
36
29

2
298
305

2
23
39

P
GeoP gipmGPP
GP-

* In order to verify the query results, all the parsed nodes were saved to a file.
Thus, the cost of disk I/O has been included in the running time.

for queries that only select a few nodes from documents, e.g.,
queries using the P or FC2 constraints, the prefiltering technique
can greatly improve performance. Third, the GIPM of the
prefiltering technique can efficiently filter out uninteresting
geographic features with a little additional effort, as shown by the
queries with V4 constraint applying on Sinyi dataset are such
cases. However, for queries that only select a few nodes, which
are retrieved based on document structural information, using

GIPM is not appropriate, as shown by queries using the P
constraint. Finally, the prefiltering technique may reduce resource
consumption, particularly in memory usage and disk access time.
XQuery-based processors need much more memory (often five
times the size of the document) to accommodate the DOM tree
representation of the document; therefore, prefiltering the
document would save a substantial amount of memory. Moreover,
because the number of coordinates of a geographic feature may be
in the order of tens to hundreds of kilobytes, not assessing
unnecessary features would reduce disk access time.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the future, we will address a number of issues related to this
research. First, in terms of data storage and querying, the GMLbased GIS reported in this paper is still impractical for dealing
with gigabyte-sized geospatial datasets compared to GIS based on
relational databases. Although the index scheme used in the
XML prefiltering technique is simple and efficient, the index
may still be large. A more efficient index management system or
data structure would help reduce the cost of retrieving the index.
Second, we currently require that the geographic datasets should
not change frequently, because each change requires rebuilding
the index. So far, there is no efficient way to update XML
documents incrementally. More studies on this topic are needed.
It remains to be seen if a two-phase XML updating model could
be developed along the lines of the two-phase XML query model.
Finally, as GML can represent both geospatial and non-geospatial
information in a single document very easily, it raises the issue of
how to better process documents of this nature. Are there novel
geospatial operations based on the GML data/application models?
Are these operators helpful in manipulating maps in Web GIS?
For example, as a GML application schema can be quite
complicated and, at the same time, reveals a lot of structural
information about its instance documents, it may be possible to
devise schema-level operators specific to the documents of a
particular GML application schema.
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